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Results of your language assessment in English

RESULTS OF YOUR LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT IN ENGLISH

The overall level obtained in the language
assessment (English) is: C2 according to
the CEFR

C2
You can understand with ease, virtually
everything heard or read and differentiate
finer shades of meaning.

Your detailed English language levels in the assessed language competences are:
Reading comprehension
C2

You can read with ease virtually all forms
of the written language, including abstract,
structurally or linguistically complex texts
such as manuals, specialized articles and
literary works.

Listening comprehension
C2

Vocabulary
C1

Your good command of vocabulary on a
broad range of general, academic,
professional and leisure topics enables
you to understand most written texts.

You have no difficulty in understanding
any kind of spoken language, live or
broadcast, even at fast native speed,
provided you have time to familiarise
yourself with the accent. You can pick up
on nonverbal and intonational cues with
no apparent effort.

Grammar
B2

You understand relatively complex
grammatical structures and the
relationship between ideas as indicated
by high level connecting devices.

Key communicative phrases
C2

You can appreciate sociolinguistic and
sociocultural implications of all language
functions whatever the context.

The results of your language assessment do not prevent you from taking part in the Erasmus+ mobility period. The results according to the CEFR are accessible to you and your
Higher Education sending institution or EVS coordinating organisation. For Higher Education students, the results are not communicated to the receiving institution/organisation.
For EVS volunteers, the results are not communicated to the other organisation(s) in your project. However, you are free to send the results to them.
At the end of your Erasmus+ mobility period, you will be required to complete another language assessment to check the progress made in your language competences during
your stay abroad. The European Commission uses aggregated data of the language assessment results for statistical purposes.

Take the opportunity to complete your European
Language Passport and thus improve your CV

http://erasmusplusols.eu/v2System/levelTest/result.do;jsessionid=356C797DADBE3231660F04DC8125B287#
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